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.NET for Java Developers: Migrating to C#Addison Wesley, 2003
.NET for Java Developers is the  definitive guide to leveraging your Java programming experience in the .NET  environment. Understanding the similarities and differences between the C# and  Java APIs enables Java programmers to quickly begin rapid application Windows  development using C#. The...
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The Demon Haunted WorldBallantine Books, 1997

	It was a blustery fall day in 1939. In the streets outside the apartment building, fallen leaves were swirling in little whirlwinds, each with a life of its own. It was good to be inside and warm and safe, with my mother preparing dinner in the next room. In our apartment there were no older kids who picked on you for no reason. Just the week...
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Optimized C++: Proven Techniques for Heightened PerformanceO'Reilly, 2016

	
		In today’s fast and competitive world, a program’s performance is just as important to customers as the features it provides. This practical guide teaches developers performance-tuning principles that enable optimization in C++. You’ll learn how to make code that already embodies best practices of C++ design run...
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Machinery's Handbook 28th Larger Print Edition (Machinery's Handbook)Industrial Press, 2008

	Celebrating nearly 100 years as The Bible of the Mechanical Industries , the 28th edition brings together volumes of knowledge, information and data gathered, revised and improved upon from experts throughout the mechanical industries. Extraordinarily comprehensive yet easy to use since it premiered, Machinery s Handbook provides mechanical...
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Node Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to the world of developing web software using Node (also known as Node.js). Node is a newly-developed software platform that liberates JavaScript from the web browser, enabling it to be used as a general software development platform in server-side applications. It runs atop the ultra-fast JavaScript engine from the Chrome browser,...
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Efficient Android Threading: Asynchronous Processing Techniques for Android ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Multithreading is essential if you want to create an Android app with a great user experience, but how do you know which techniques can help solve your problem? This practical book describes many asynchronous mechanisms available in the Android Sdk, and provides guidelines for selecting the ones most appropriate for the app...
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Oracle SOA Suite 11g Administrator's HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle SOA Suite 11g is the backbone of messaging and application integration

	in a service oriented architecture. An Application Administrator is responsible for end-to-end administration and management of this infrastructure. The role extends to other areas such as architecting an SOA infrastructure, troubleshooting, monitoring,...
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Mastering C# ConcurrencyPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create robust and scalable applications along with responsive UI using concurrency and the multi-threading infrastructure in .NET and C#


	About This Book

	
		Learn to combine your asynchronous operations with Task Parallel Library
	
		Master C#'s asynchronous infrastructure and use...
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Parallel Programming with PythonPackt Publishing, 2014

	Develop efficient parallel systems using the robust Python environment


	About This Book

	
		Demonstrates the concepts of Python parallel programming
	
		Boosts your Python computing capabilities
	
		Contains easy-to-understand explanations and plenty of examples
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Programming Applications for Microsoft Windows (Dv-Mps General)Microsoft Press, 1999
Microsoft Windows is a complex operating system. It  offers so many features and does so much that it's impossible  for any one person to fully understand the entire system.  This complexity also makes it difficult for someone to decide  where to start concentrating the learning effort. Well, I  always like to start at the lowest level by...
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Algebra for College StudentsCengage Learning, 2010

	Kaufmann and Schwitters have built this text's reputation on clear and concise exposition, numerous examples, and plentiful problem sets. This traditional text consistently reinforces the following common thread: learn a skill; practice the skill to help solve equations; and then apply what you have learned to solve application problems....
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Web Workers: Multithreaded Programs in JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Web Workers is a powerful feature of HTML5 that hasn’t received very much attention.
	
		It provides an API that allows you to run JavaScript in a separate thread that doesn’t
	
		interfere with the user interface of your web application. This JavaScript runs in parallel
	
		with the main renderer and any of your...
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